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COVER 

John Zumri ck. 1979 Cha i nnan. "Aw. it wasn I t 
so bad after all." Quote from the December 
workshop in Branford. 

Fa rewe 11. John .... an-d thanks. 
Photo by India Young. 

EDITORIAL 

Last year was the safest and most productive 
one in a long time. There were very few ac
cidents (lowest in more than ten years) and 
more new cave systems were explored. Scooters 
gained popularity. The SECTION produced it·s 
first instructors. Our efforts became even 
more international. Keep up the good work!! 

~~~ ( 
May 24-25 CDS Workshop .Branford Wome-n I s Cl ub 

April 7-8, April 26-27, June 9-10 Basic Cave 
Diver Courses start 

April 9-12, April 26-27. June 11-14 Cave 
Di ver Courses 

April 5-6. June 7-8 Cavern Diver Courses start 

Instructor - Mary Ellen Eckhoff. Rt. 1. Box 
502. Live Oak. FL 32060. 

WARNING 

There have been four failures of the SHEREWOOD 
SELPAC 60" Hoses1i1the' 1 ast 6 months. Thes"e . 
failures occured with the fitting breaking off 
at the first stage. There is no recall at this 
time. Contact your local representative for " 
possible identification or corrective action. 
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DEVILS EYE CAVE SYSTEt1. GI LCHRIST CO., FLORIDA 

by Sheck Exley (NSS 13146) and Ken Hillier (NSS 17589) 

PJJJ?T TWO: Swnmer - Winter, 1972 

(for accounts of explorations prior to summer of 1972, see "Devils Eye Vitals 
Discovered" by John Harper and also part one of this series in earlier issues 
of Underwater SpeZeoZogy) 

Side Passage Exploration 

Now that Devil s Eye was "\'1a 11 ed out" (for the second of four times) some 
2285 ft. back by Chuck Stevens and Sheck Exley on 4/12/72, the first real look 
at the many promising side passa~es was taken. The first tentative investiga
tion \'/as by Lewis Holtzendorff (NSS 14831) and Sheck on 7/29/72. On that date 
the two installed 120 ft. of line into the "Hidden Passage" (see fig. 4), so
named because it was blocked from the view of passing divers by the "Island" -
a 30-ft.-diameter pillar in the large passage separating the "New Dimension 
Room" from the "8ig Room." Unfortunately, there was very little current in the 
"Hidden Passage," so Lewis and Sheck wrote it off as a "no-go." Probably the 
most significant aspect of this dive was that it was the first time the modern 
technique of installing a permanent guideline knotted at ten foot intervals was 
used. 
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The first real excitement in side passage exploration came on 10/31/72, - P;'" 
when Charlie Sturdivant (NSS 14160) and Sheck put 200 ft. of line in the , 
"Sea Biscuit Tunnel" as an afterthought on the way out from a 1900-foot 
dive down the main passage. Starting just past the "Cornflakes Restriction" 
about 350 ft. back, the "Sea Biscuit Tunnel" had been noted by Charlie, Sheck 
and Bob Fuller on 1/2/72. Rory Dickens (NSS? ), Dave Cameron (NSS? ), 
Sam Diperna (NSS ~0458) and Sheck had actually made plans to explore it on 
4/29/72, but changed their minds after discovering that it was inflowing and 
qui te s11 ty. However, "Sea Bi scui til proved to be the key to a vast network of 
tunnels, as well as providing significant shortcuts to the more remote sections 
of the cave. 

The "Grand Tour" 

Discovering that "Sea Biscuit" was a going lead with lots of outflowing 
current, Cha.rTie and Sheck wasted no time in installing another 280 ft. two 
days later, noting several additional side passages on the way. Three days af
ter that Tom Mount (NSS 1974a, Zid; Mount, Jim Nangle and Sheck returned to 
check one of these side passages, and connected back in to the main passage 
at the "Mapleleafll (a huge mapleleaf-shaped pendant) just beyond the- "8ig Room." 
This connection made possible the first and most popular of the many circuits 
in the System, the "Grand Tour," which Jim Lockwood and Sheck made two days 
later, on 11/7/72. 

"Hi l.l 400" 

While swimminq out the "Sea Biscuit Tunnel" on the connection dive on 11/5, ( 
Tom Mount became-intrigued with a side passage on the right and asked Sheck to 
wait to explore it until he had a chance to come back up from Miami the follow-
ing month. With so many interesting side passages to investigate, Sheck didn't 
mind leaving one for Tom, especially since several of the others looked more 
promising. 

He was wrong! Tom had selected the fascinating "Hill 400" tunnel, which he 
and Jim Nangle explored for several hundred feet into a fork. Beyond the fork 
the right-hand tunnel, now known as the "Beetle Tunnel" (named by Wes Skiles 
after a rubber toy beetle left on the line one day by Ed Kalakauskis), was 
pushed another couple of hundred feet by Dutch Vande Noord and Sheck on 12/8/72, 
then by Tom Mount, Jim and Sheck for a further 105 ft. of 12/23/72. 

t~eanwhile, on 12/10/72 Dutch and Sheck explored the left offshoot 100 ft. 
further, discovering it to be inflowing. This naturally led to speculation that 
a connection to nearby Ginnie Springs may exist, but to this day such a connec
tion has yet to be made. Subsequent studies by Bill Hurst have shown that dis
paritj"es in water temperature and quality between Devils Eye and Ginnie make 
the existence of such a connection highly unlikely. 

Christmas Camp~ 1972 

The excitement of the "Hill 400" area was irresistable, and caused amass 
pi.lgrimage of virtually the entire r'~iami cave diving community- Tom, Zidi, 
Jim Nangle, Ike Ikehara, Jack Banbury, Ray Hixon and others - to the Devils 
Eye Cave System during the Christmas holidays. r~eanwhile local divers like 
Lewis, Court Smith (NSS 15394) and Sheck drove over to their encampment period-
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ically to participate. This Christmas camp, with its campfire fellowship and 
enthusiastic cooperation among all divers involved, epitomized the spirit of 
teamwork which has existed throughout most of the Devils Eye exploration. 

The first significant exploration during the camp was by Lelt/is, Court and 
Sheck on 12/22/72, when they explored "Sea Biscuit" 200 ft. further to a fork. 
The following day Tom, Jim and Sheck explored another 105 ft. of the "Beetle 
Tunnel," then the day after that Jim, Ray and Sheck put 180 ft. of line into 
a side passage heading north from "Beetle." Finally, on 12/29/72. Jim and Sheck 
walled out the "Dome Room tunnel. which branches off from the main passage at 
the "Stage Room" some 1470 ft. back (1610 ft. by the "Mapleleaf" route they 
were taking in those days). 

Breaking camp at the end of the holidays meant bidding a fond farewell to 
many pleasant dives. but in its own way the new year - 1973 - would be even 
more exciting. 

DON'T MISS PART THREE OF THIS ARTICLE IN "THE NEXT ISSUE OF UNDERWATER SPELEOLO
GY FOR DETAILS OF THE EXPLORATIONS OF 1973/ 
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~~ORLD' S LONGEST UNDER~/ATER CAVES, '12/31/79 

compiled by Sheck Exley, NSS 13146 

N.S.S. cave divers can be just'ifiably proud that no fewer than 10 of the 
15 longest surveyed unden.'Iater caves in the world are located in the U.S., 
and the longest of the foreign caves. Bahamas' Lucayan Caverns, has also been 
a N.S.S. effort. It is also interesting to note that all of the U.S. entries 
are from Florida, though long underwater caves in Kentucky, Missouri, Indiana 
and California may soon invade the list. 

Hith the sole exception of dry Warren's Cave at 18,200 ft. (5549 m). a 
complete roster of Florida's 11 longest caves can also be extracted from this 
list. Florida-based cavers should be thrilled to note that all of Florida's 
"ten longest" are now longer than a mile in length, a distinction shared by 
no more than nine - and possibly only ,four - other states in the U.S., 

name.J OOiAntYi' state" count:ry 

~. Peacock Springs Cave System, Suwannee. FL, USAI 
2. Lucayan Caverns. Grand Bahama Island, Bahamas1 
3. Green Sink Cave System, Lafayette~ FL, USA 1 
4. Devils Eye Cave System, Gilchrist, FL, USA1 
5. Blue Springs Cave, Jackson, FLA USA1 
6. Keld Head, Yorkshire. England*L 
7. Hornsby Springs Cave System, Alachua, FL. USAI 
8. Hole in the Wall Cave, Jackson, FL, USA1 
9. Blue Springs Cave System, Madison. FL, USA1 

10. Cocklebiddy Cave, Nullarbor, Australia*3 
11. Manatee Springs Cave System, Levy, FL~ USAI 
12. Frai-Puits, Vesoul, France4 
13. Falmouth Springs Cave System, Suwannee, FL, USA1 
14. Indian Springs Cave, Wakulla. FL, USA1 
15. Telford Springs Cave System, Suwannee. FL. USAI 

total- passage surveyed 
meters feet miles 

6187 20293 3.84 
5025 16481 3.1l 
4530 14858 2.81 
3638 11931 2.26 
3489 11443 2.17 
3354 11000 2.08 
3090 10135 1.92 
2870 9415 1.78 
2704 8870 1.68 
2650 8692 1.65 
2554 8376 1.59 
1994 6540 1.24 
1831 6007 1.14 
1763 5784 1.10 
1451 4760 0.90 

* underwater portions of cave only (al-l others are oompl-etely underwater) 

1 Survey by N.S.S. Cave Diving Section (D. Williams. J. Yager, G. Melton, M. 
Melton, G. Taylor, C. Smith, K. Hillier. J. Zumrick, L. Holtzendorff, R. 
Johnson, I. Young, T. Young, P. Smith, P. DeLoach, S. Forman, M. Eckhoff. 
Clark Pitcairn, Clara Pitcairn, R. Cole, E. Dixon, F. Fogarty. R. Goodman. 
L. Henkel. D. Manor, R. Miller, W. Skiles, K. Sullivan, D. Sweet, T. Chalk
ley, K. Fulghum, B. Panter, J. Stone, W. Walters,!. Lewis, r~. Evans, W. 
Fehring, R. Gomez, E. Hall, E. Kalakauskis. S. Card, B. Oigarden, J. Hall. 
B. Main, D. Fisk, D. Turner, F. Wilson, J. Harper, J. Lockwood. P. Meng, 
B. Warner. C. Stevens, B. Stevens. R.·Rodgers. J. Townes, T. Allen, M. San
ders, P. Prust, B. Saunders, T. Leitheuser, C. Vilece, S. Exley) 

2 Yeadon. T.G.- "Keld Head," Cave Diving Group Newsletter, new series No. 49 
(Oct. 1978), p. 17. 

3 Prust, Phil- personal communication to author on 6/26/79 

4 U.I.S. Cave Diving NewsZetter, 1/79. 
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BUDDY COORDINATING SERVICE 

There is a new service being offered to out-of-state cave divers (interested, novice, 
experienced) for the specific reason of safe cave diving no matter which organization 
you may be a member of. 

Coming to Florida? Need a buddy? Contact ROY BAILEY. Give appropriate information: 
NAME, ADDRESS, PHONE NUMBER, AREA OF FLORIDA DIVING, LENGTH AND DATE OF STAY, APPROX
IMATE CAVE DIVING EXPERIENCE IN HOURS, LOCATION OF PREVIOUS CAVE DIVING SITES, and for 
the prospective diver, ANY EQUIPMENT NEEDED. 

Now for the good part - experienced (certified) cave divers living in Florida wishing 
to help make this service available, please send name, address, phone number, and area 
of Florida you would be willing to serve in, also frequency of availability. 

Roy Lee Bailey 
Apt. #410 
1570 Lane Avenue South 
Jacksonville, FL 32210 

OLIVER STATHAM INQUEST VERDICT 

Oliver Statham, who last winter made the world-record cave dive at Keld Head, has 
been found dead at his pottery in Sedbergh, Cumbria. 

Statham, 27, a member of North Ribblesdale BS-AC, began his diving career in 1972 
with Geoff Yeadon, formerly of Skipton, and together they set amazing new standards 
in their hazardous but carefully planned sport. 

It was with Geoff that Oliver conquered the dangerous 6000 ft. route beneath three 
counties, Yorkshire, Lancashire and Cumbria, from the Kingsdale Master Cave to Keld 
Head, a dive regarded as the "undenlater Eiger", and the subject of an YTV documentary. 

In addition to his major caving discoveries in this country, Oliver was involved in 
·a British expedition to Grenoble where he achieved a record-breaking descent of what 
was then the world's second-deepest pothole, the Gouffre Berger. 

Police investigating his death said that there were no suspicious circumstances. An 
inquest at Sedbergh recorded the cause of death as asphyxiation. 

(reprint from DIVER, December 1979) 

. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . " " " " .. .. . " . .. .. .. .. 

The following full-page photograph is of the SPRING CAVE SYSTEM featured earlier 
this year and was inadvertantly not included. 

* * * * * * 
We are ready to start another volume of Underwater Speleology. 
determi ne when to renew your dues or subscription by examining the 
address label on this issue. If the top line of the label reads 
volume 6, issue 6 is your last issue. 

You can 
top of the 
6-6, then 

Some of you will find an "*" after your street address. That means the Cave 
Diving Section will represent you at the 1980 NSS Congress of Grottos. Write to 
Bill Fehring, Secretary, if you want to change your status. 
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The 13th NSS Cave Diving Safety Work
shop, held in Branford FL on Dec. 29-30, 
was the largest ever in Florida, with 
more than 80 persons in attendance. Some 
of the speakers included Ned DELOACH, 
Stephen MAEGERLEIN, John ZUMRICK, David 
FISK, Forrest WILSON, Troy YOUNG and 
Sheck EXLEY. Ned's gorgeous slides of 
the 2nd 1979 NSS Mexico Cave Diving Expe
dition were a real hit, documenting dives 
made in Xcaret and previously-unexplored 
Nonec in Yucatan. Steve's film on "Rock 
Bluff Sinku was another highlight. Work
shop chairman India Young and the people 
on her committee certainly did an out
standing job. 

Speaking of Rock Bluff springs Cave 
System(FL) , look for a new blueprint map 
on that cave soon. Sheck EXLEY and Paul 
DELOACH managed to survey most of that 
cave in two dives on 1/20. 

And speaking of workshops, don't for
get the 14th NSS Cave Diving Workshop, on May 24-25, 1980 (Memorial Day week
end) in B~anford, FL or the 15th, in Minnesota later this summer. In charge 
of preparati ~ns for the 14th is Mary Ell en ECKHOFF, and the 15th and .... Annua 1 

( Section ~1eeting will be organized by NSS CDS Vice Chairman Greg MCCARTY. 

Christmas holidays found Dennis WILLIAMS, Gene r1ELTON, Jill YAGER, Clark 
PITCAIRN, Wes SKILES and others continuing to expand the explored and surveyed 
portions of Grand Bahamas' Lucayan Caverns. Besides being the Bahamas' biggest 
cave - wet or .dry - it may soon replace Peacock Springs Cave System(FL) as the 
world's longest underwater. 

Incidentally, rumor has it that Bob WRAY, owner of ·Ginnie Springs Cave(FL) 
and Devils Eye Cave System(FL) , has purchased Peacock from Bill NELSON. Bob 
did a good job of preserving Ginnie and Devils Eye through controlled and en
vironmentally compatible development into a dive resort, and it is hoped by 
many that he will do the same with the gorgeous Peacock area. 

1980 NSS CDS head India YOUNG is also the author of an excellent article on 
cave diving in the summer, 1979 Song of Suwannee entitled "Cave Diving: Beauty 
& Challenge." If you hurry, you may be able to still buy a copy at many of the 
restaurants and stores in Florida's Suwannee River area. 

A highlight bf the 13th NSS CD Safety Workshop was the annual "New Year's 
Dive," attended at Indian Springs Cave by Paul DELOACH, Ken FULGHUM, Terry 
MORE, Bi 11 OIGARDEN, Breck JOHNSON, Mary Ell en ECKHOFF, John ZUMRICK and Sheck 
EXLEY. Since the group was so large, not everyone could be in the water at 
once but the event was still enjoyed by all despite the disappointing visibil
ity. Sheck says' it was the 9th time in 11 years that he has been in an under-

~m11lk water cave at the stroke of midnight! 

$3.00 ppd. blueprint map of Little River Sp~~ng Cave(FL) soon available. 
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or: uarning cave diving "the hard 1.lCQ:I •• _. 0 0 0 0 
by Sheck. Exley 
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(The purpose of this column is to share these experiences in print with others so 
that all of us can cave dive more safely and hopefully avoid having the same problems 
ourselves. We encourage all cave divers to send in reports of dives on which problems 
have occurred, whether a participant in the dive or not. Please include the date, 
location and all pertinent details. If you like, include your own analysis of what 
went wrong and how the problem might have been avoided. Do not mention any names! 
The purpose of this column is not to fix blame or embarass anyone, but to help us 
all cave dive more safely.) -

SUMP DIVING PROBLEMS 

Pushing sumps (completely flooded portions of air-filled caves) is very different 
from typical Florida-type cave diving. For one thing, the goals are different: in 
sump situations severely limited visibility and frigid water mean that finding more 
air cave is the thrill, while in Florida cave diving is an end in itself. But it 
goes further than that. Basic differences in conditions encountered and the equip
ment, procedures and techniques used to surmount those conditions make it as foolish 
for even a highly experienced Florida cave diver to attempt a difficult sump as i~ 
would be for a veteran sump diver to attempt a 5000 ft. quadruple stage dive with 
scooters in Florida. Ideally one should have a good background in all aspects of 
"dry" caving and Florida-type cave diving before attempting to dive a sump, as well 
as seek the advice and guidance of experienced sump divers. Rick Rigg's CAVE DIVING 
(NSS Caver's Information Series No. 27), available for 50¢ from our NSS CDS Public
tions Committee (see address inside front cover) is a good information source, along 
with several chapters in the forthcoming NSS Cave Diving Manual. 

July 6,1975 

" ... the three of us submerged in the sump just inside the entrance of Hughes Spring 
Cave (AL) and quickly surfaced in virgin air-filled passage after a short dive up
stream. While the visibility was only 3-5 ft., it was sufficient to find our way 
through the sump, which was low but very wide. We waded about 100 ft. to a beach, 
took off our tanks and continued our investigation of the cave. When we finally re
turned for the trip out, we found to our dismay that sump visibility had dropped to 
zero and it was necessary to move back and forth with the line to find an area high 
enough to get through ... ". 

COMMENTS:· Unless there is considerable current, most sumps in the U.S. have enormous
amounts of red clay on the ceiling as well as the floor that is easily dislodged by 
exhaust bubbles. Also, wave action at the far side of the sump loosens silt from the 
walls that is washed into the sump, and wading upstream in the cave stream certainly 
doesn't help. Sump divers should expect zero visibility on exit and lay their line 
accordingly, and avoid wading in streams carrying water to the sump if possible. (illl;l; 
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August 31. 1975 

" ... since most of my cave diving was in 67°- 74°F water, I was concerned about 
staying warm in the 5QoF water of Last Hope Syphon in Virginia's Butler Cave. 
Accordingly, I used my new O'Neill Supersuit (dry suit) with a sweater underneath. 
zipping it up at a deep water underground section that has to be swum across less 
than a quarter mile before reaching the sump. Since the air-tight neoprene suit did 
not "breathe", I became very hot before reaching the sump, but cooled off during the 
the dive. After the dive, I heated back up while returning to the deep water area. 
Unfortunately, despite our best efforts to wash the clay off the waterproof zipper, 
it was hopelessly jammed and could not be opened. The rest of the difficult 2 mile 
long underground trip of crawling, climbing, etc. was a nightmare ... I was dangerously 
near heat exhaustion and total collapse and thought at one point that I would have 
to slash a hole in my $300.00 suit to make it back out ... " 

COMMENTS: Although the diver was highly experienced at cave diving in Florida, he 
should have started with sumps that were easier to reach and built up his experience 
gradually so the logistics fo a long trip like Butler would not have been as much of 
a surprise. Because of zipper jamming leaking as well as hyperthermia (over-heating) 
problems, dry suits are usually a poor idea, especially if long treks or multiple 
sumps are involved. Most sump divers prefer wet suits even when the water is con
siderably colder than 50°F. 

Februa ry 20, 1977 

" ... because of the arduous l~ mile underground trip to Bowen Sump, including a 
135-foot rappel, the support crew had hauled our gear to the sump in Organ Cave (WV) 
the day before. Traveling light, we three divers reached the sump within a few 
hours and proceeded to unpack our gear. Surprise! Only two masks for the three of 
us. After a brief discussion on the advisibility of diving without a mask through 
the muddy but familiar sump, the diver that forgot to pack his mask decided not to 
dive .... Later we learned that he had become quite cold while waiting and made the 
l~ mile trip out of the cave alone. 

COMMENTS: Sump divers usually feel an obligation toward their support crews. This 
obligation led to the two divers leaving the maskless diver by himself, probably 
not a good idea. At any rate, one should also double-check his gear before packing 
it for the trip in to make sure that rul required gear is present, well-protected 
and in good working order. 

August 19, 1978 

" ... we were diving a one mile long sump in Spring Cave (CO) when one of the divers' 
octopuses was drug in the gravel at the bottom of the sump. A piece of rock lodged 
in the second stage and it began free-flowing. Not being able to quickly stop the 
flow underwater, we retreated out of the sump, about half the tank had been drained. 
Luckily we were on our way in and had full tanks of air. The next trip small yellow 
stuff sacks designed to pull away easily were attached to the octopus second stages. 
No further i nci dents have occurred ... II 

COMMENTS: Another solution suggested by the Cave Diving Group of Great Britain is 
to use pieces of nylon panty hose between the rubber mouthpiece and the second stage 
housing as well as over the equalization ports for the second stage diaphragm. 
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Crawdaddy says: liThe smart cave diver keeps 
learning ... so he can keep living. 
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